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Course director: Mark de Caestecker
TAs: Allie Norlander and Daniel Putman

2/12/16 Course Overview
Speaker: deCaestecker

2/15/16 Overview of Translational & Clinical Research
Speaker: deCaestecker

2/17/16 Discussion – General issues in translational research
Speaker: deCaestecker/Jones

2/19/16 Journal club presentation
Speaker: deCaestecker/Jones

2/22/16 Tech Transfer
Speaker: Tom Utley

2/24/16 Priorities and obstacles for a pharmaceutical company taking a new therapeutic from bench to bedside
Speaker: Craig Lindsley

2/26/16 Drug Development & Regulation
Speaker: Matt Luther

2/29/16 Human Clinical Trials – part 1
Speaker: Yu Shyr (Jill Shell)

3/2/16 Human Clinical Trials – part 2
Speaker: Fei Ye

3/4/16 Biorepositories, Electronic Medical Records, & Use of Human Samples in Research
Speaker: Josh Denny (Joyce Green), Robert Carroll filled in

3/7/16 IRB & Ethical considerations in human subjects research
Speaker: Todd Rice

3/9/16 Cancer Drug Development & Regulation
Speaker: Vicki Keedy

3/11/16 Journal club presentation
Speaker: deCaestecker/Jones

3/14/16 Discussion – Ethics
Speaker: deCaestecker/Jones

3/16/16 Data Safety Monitoring Boards for Clinical Trials
Speaker: Harvey Murff

3/18/16 Journal club presentation
Speaker: deCaestecker/Jones